
The Biggest Ongoing Threat to IT
Hint: it’s trying to kidnap your data

WHITEPAPER

Business leaders tend to think the most 
significant crisis facing IT has been responding 
to the challenges of COVID-19 — like enabling 
a remote workforce and moving applications to 
the cloud — but there’s a more insidious threat 
to IT today. While COVID has certainly posed 
numerous logistical and technological challenges 
to IT, those pale in comparison to the ongoing 
threat posed by ransomware. Even as terms like 
“antibody testing” and “contact tracing” became 
common phrases in American households, other 
names like Cryptolocker, CrySis, WannaCry, Bad 
Rabbit and ExPetr were finding their unwelcome 
way into IT security lexicons.

Unfortunately, at least as of this writing, it looks 
like those names are here to stay — and 
more are coming every day. 

By the time we rang in 2020, ransomware was 
already wreaking silent havoc on the IT systems 
of some of the world’s most critical verticals 
and industries. Ransomware attacks had 
surged in 2019, with 90 percent of all financial 
institutions reporting attacks of some kind 
(Zerto). Healthcare organizations also reported 
a similar percentage of cyber-attack increases.

Private enterprise was far from the only 
ransomware victim, however. Over the past 
two years, major American cities have found 
themselves crippled and at the mercy of 
hackers suddenly demanding bitcoins in 
return for restoration of services.

With mission-critical business applications 
depending on the cloud to run their operations, 
the need to find effective disaster recovery 
solutions couldn’t be more top-of-mind for 
CIOs in 2021. Now is the time for leaders to 
summon the requisite will and capital to get 
done what needs to be done — and find the 
right technology partner to support advanced 
disaster recovery efforts.

The threat of ransomware continues to soar, 
with a 40 percent rise in frequency within the 
past two years alone. The damage to global 
IT systems from ransomware is expected to 
skyrocket beyond $21 billion in 2021 (Blackfog). 
The growing frequency, accuracy and cost of 
cyber-attacks has created an urgency around 
disaster recovery solutions never seen before.  
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https://www.zerto.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/IS-12926_Ransomware_IG.pdf
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/09/technology/ransomware-attacks.html
https://www.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/redefining-disaster-recovery-nid-23213-cid-50.html
https://www.cioreview.com/cxoinsight/redefining-disaster-recovery-nid-23213-cid-50.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/09/technology/ransomware-attacks.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/09/technology/ransomware-attacks.html
https://www.blackfog.com/the-state-of-ransomware-in-2020/
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The old way of recovering from ransomware isn’t working anymore.

In today’s world, an elastic defense is the best one.

Legacy backup solutions, while still a must-
have, are not enough in today’s world where 
downtime of any kind is unacceptable — with 
the average cost of an outage standing at 
roughly $85,000 per hour (Veeam). 

The traditional backup infrastructure that many 
businesses currently use is unreliable and ill-
equipped for today’s cloud environment. In 
moments of crisis when fail-safes are needed 
most, many legacy solutions fail to deliver, 
resulting in unsuccessful recovery attempts 
with potentially disastrous consequences. 
These outdated models tend to have lengthy 
backup windows, slow recoveries (when 
successful), issues with aging tape impacting 
data integrity and inconsistencies from 
multiple recovery point objectives. 

Perhaps most concerning is the fact that 
legacy backup solutions may also be vulnerable 
to ransomware themselves. Depending on how 
they are configured, there may be vulnerabilities 
in software that are not on IT teams’ radar.

Intrusion detection and firewalls do not always 
protect the data on network-attached storage 
devices or Linux or Windows file servers, 
opening them up to critical vulnerabilities 
especially as system permissions change. 
Several attacks in 2020, including by the 
Trickbot banking trojan malware, compromised 
enterprises’ network and USB storage drives 
holding backed up data which were connected 
to the network at the time of the attack. The 
effects were crippling.  

Given the incredibly slow recovery time of 
most legacy solutions, they simply don’t cut it 
for the modern business environment where 
mission-critical applications and data need 
to be immediately accessible to support core 
business functionality. Organizations cannot 
wait days or weeks for outdated data recovery 
processes. Add to that limited IT personnel 
who are already overwhelmed by mounting 
responsibilities and you have a recipe for 
disaster, with companies left scrambling 
to get back on their feet using legacy tools 
that aren’t up to the job. 

To imbue IT with the resiliency needed to 
combat ransomware, industry leaders need to 
implement cloud-based disaster-recovery 
strategies that help minimize data loss and 
provide automated recovery to ensure 
companies can get back on their feet quickly.  

The “set-it-and-forget-it” approach today 
is equivalent to serving up business data 
to hackers on a silver platter. The focus for 
IT should instead be on implementing 
elastic, agile and easily deployable cloud-
based replication and recovery solutions for 
robust protection against ransomware attacks.

One key area where IT groups have chosen to 
emphasize agile security is in the realm of 
Disaster Recovery (DR). A multipronged approach 
that combines cloud-based and on-site DR is 
the fastest way to ensure full application and 
data availability. For companies looking to 
optimize uptime for their operations and 
maintain the maximum flexibility, shifting DR 
infrastructure from the data center to the cloud 
is a logical move to make.  

Downtime costs  
businesses $85,000  
per hour on average6

“The Disaster Recovery as a 
Service (DRaaS) market is set 
to increase from $8.42B in 
2019 to $16.62B by 2025.”

https://rcpmag.com/Blogs/Scott-Bekker/2021/03/Veeam-Hourly-Downtime-Cost.aspx
https://www.zdnet.com/article/ransomware-victims-thought-their-backups-were-safe-they-were-wrong/
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There are side benefits of adopting cloud-based disaster recovery.

“...transitioning systems 
to the cloud while ensuring 
data privacy, mobility 
and security can be a 
formidable challenge 
without robust support.”

Apart from boosting an organization’s ability 
to fend off ransomware attacks, Disaster 
Recovery comes with some surprising side 
benefits. Forward-thinking IT groups no longer 
see DR as merely a response to a downtime 
event. Rather, they see moving workloads to the 
cloud as the answer to becoming more agile. 

Why? Because as things stand right now, 
moving workloads from private to public 
cloud can be a slow, manual and painstaking 
process.  Leveraging a cloud-based DR solution 
for replicating data into the cloud can make 
cloud migration as easy as pressing a button.  

A recent government study confirmed the 
difficulties of cloud migration: “transitioning 
systems to the cloud while ensuring data 

privacy, mobility and security can be a 
formidable challenge without robust support.” 
The authors noted that a critical component 
of that support includes disaster recovery. The 
future of DR services can provide companies, 
organizations and government agencies with 
more than just strong failover protection. It also 
stands to improve companies’ overall cloud-
based performance.   

This isn’t mere hypothetical conjecture. If the 
market is any indicator of where the future lies, 
the global statistics bear out this argument: The 
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) market 
is set to increase from $8.42 billion in 2019 to 
$16.62 billion by 2025, a compound annual 
growth rate of 12 percent.    

Top disaster recovery service providers are 
stepping up to offer this cybersecurity “secret 
weapon” to businesses — encompassing a 
combined approach of robust cloud computing 
for DR sites, cloud storage repositories for 
backup data (including immutable backups 
that can’t be overwritten in the event of a 
ransomware event) and turnkey solutions that 
offer technical expertise with onboarding 

So, where should your cloud-based DR site be located?

It is important to choose the location for a 
cloud-based DR site carefully. It should be 
situated far enough from the primary site 
to ensure its protection from the incident — 
malware or otherwise — so as not have the 
DR site be impacted at the same time. But 
not too far: the DR site should still be close 
enough that end users can connect into it 
without experiencing undue latency or facing 
difficulties with network performance.  

Companies also need to be sure that when 
they hit the “red button” and fail over, all will 
work as planned. During a downtime event, IT 
operators are often afraid to fail over, which 
risks prolonging downtime even more. To be 
confident that systems will work as advertised 
when they need to, companies should require 
that several core competencies be checked:  

Selecting the right cloud provider to support a 
DR strategy is equally important as its physical 
location. A provider with the right data center, 
network and technical support will ensure the DR 
strategy that an organization’s IT team worked 
hard to put in place is a success. 

ROBUST COMPUTING AND STORAGE THAT WILL 
PERFORM JUST AS WELL AS THE PRIMARY SITE

A STRONG NETWORK TO SUPPORT THE DR SITE

SOLID REPLICATION AND AUTOMATED 
RECOVERY TECHNOLOGY

PEOPLE AND PROCESS TO HELP SET IT UP AND 
MAINTAIN IT

TESTING TO ENSURE IT WORKS RELIABLY 
AND CONFIDENTLY

https://papers.govtech.com/How-a-Data-Backup-and-Recovery-System-Can-Help-Streamline-Cloud-Migration-135616.html
https://www.mccourier.com/disaster-recovery-as-a-service-draas-market-analysis-and-global-outlook-2021-2025-air-it-datto-amazon-aws-broadcom-champion-solutions-arcserve/
https://www.mccourier.com/disaster-recovery-as-a-service-draas-market-analysis-and-global-outlook-2021-2025-air-it-datto-amazon-aws-broadcom-champion-solutions-arcserve/
https://www.mccourier.com/disaster-recovery-as-a-service-draas-market-analysis-and-global-outlook-2021-2025-air-it-datto-amazon-aws-broadcom-champion-solutions-arcserve/
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Implementing DR solutions that are built to scale.

Despite the mounting threat of ransomware, 
it remains something that many organizations 
aren’t prepared for. One study found that 39 
percent of organizations in 2020 did not have a 
ransomware emergency plan in place in spite 
of the escalating attacks (Ontrack). To solve 
this problem, organizations need to embrace 
solutions to ransomware that are cloud-based, 
flexible and elastic in their defense — while 
also investing in strategic DR site location 
and connectivity.

Global IT groups will need to store over 200 
zettabytes of data within their clouds by 
2025, according to one estimate (Cybersecurity 
Ventures). Somehow, all those zettabytes 
containing valuable personal, business and 
government data will need security — and 
that means having DR solutions in place that 
offer future-proof scalability. To simplify this 
scalability, new DR solutions that can be 
turned on/off with ease will be an increasingly 
important consideration.

Is there such a thing as a secret weapon against ransomware?

If there were a secret weapon against 
ransomware, DRaaS would be it. Growing 
numbers of organizations have discovered that 
the multi-pronged, cloud-based approach of 
DRaaS is the key to ensuring they won’t become 
the next ransomware victim (and every hacker’s 
#1 paying customer). 

Can be turned on/off easily and 
scaled to suit the changing needs of 
their organizations. 

Have a data backup strategy that 
can’t be overwritten in the event of a 
ransomware event.  

Combine cloud computing, not only for 
DR sites, but cloud storage repositories 
for backup data.    

Offer the best features of several niche 
vendors, without the hassle of managing 
each one separately.  

The new DR standards for businesses 
in 2021 include solutions that: 

TAKE NOTE

Smart businesses want to avoid taking 
on the risk (and hassle) of onboarding / 
implementing any new solutions. 

Businesses should expect assurances that 
the large volumes of data now needed to 
replicate between data centers and/or the 
cloud can be easily supported.   

Additional DR considerations when 
choosing DRaaS providers are: 

TAKE NOTE

All of this is possible, and often for less than 
one might expect — provided the right network 
provider, technology vendor and service support 
companies are chosen as partners. To make 
everyone’s lives easier, in fact, a single vendor 
capable of delivering all essentials under one 
roof is ideal. 

See how organizations like yours have used DRaaS 
to protect against ransomware and other causes of 

downtime at firstlight.net/DRaaS.

NEXT STEPS

https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2020/07/01/ransomware-emergency-plan
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-store-200-zettabytes-data-130000110.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9kdWNrZHVja2dvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFwQrMU3D0W2RagX2MXAEwhbHNtKp1Cfhv-kY9CdGpYbD_dznBFXLq9YRWY0z1O1HGMQh1fJJgsybFdUO9GxC8fj1EU-gofcd-jNF2J7zBz-1Lon18aQrxgkLBkzuFoUI7R31lq5SkmJqmdUnl2SnrLHdNwsRLLLlj_ZKT98Ktrp
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/world-store-200-zettabytes-data-130000110.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9kdWNrZHVja2dvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAFwQrMU3D0W2RagX2MXAEwhbHNtKp1Cfhv-kY9CdGpYbD_dznBFXLq9YRWY0z1O1HGMQh1fJJgsybFdUO9GxC8fj1EU-gofcd-jNF2J7zBz-1Lon18aQrxgkLBkzuFoUI7R31lq5SkmJqmdUnl2SnrLHdNwsRLLLlj_ZKT98Ktrp
http://firstlight.net/DRaaS

